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If you have a Tippmann a5 that you've been wanting to upgrade in some way or
another then take a look at the new selection Total Paintball Gear has lots of new
mods, upgrade kits and parts that will allow you to customize your a5 into an elite
marker.
(Newswire.net -- February 22, 2015) -- Whoever owns a Tippmann A5 can now upgrade it
into a better marker by adding new parts like a stock, flashlight, sight, grip, silencer and underbarrel grenade launcher.
Total Paintball Gear announces the availability of Tippmann A5 upgrade parts and accessories. The announcement is
directed towards current owners of the Tippmann A5 Paintball Marker. The goal is to let them know that that they can
now acquire top-quality Tippmann A5 upgrade parts and accessories from http://www.totalpaintballgear.com/tippmanna5-parts-upgrades/.
The upgrade parts and accessories are intended for two main categories of people who own the A5. The first category
is those who would like to improve the functionality of their marker. This includes those whose markers have
malfunctioned, and those who simply desire better performance. For such people, the upgrade parts can help their
marker to achieve more speed, accuracy and durability.
The second category is those who would like to improve the look of their marker. This includes those who desire to
pattern their markers after real-life tactical weapons, as well as those who prefer futuristic designs. For such people,
the upgrade parts and accessories can help them to make their A5s look exactly like they want.
According to sources at Total Paintball Gear, Tippmann A5 owners can use these upgrade parts and accessories in two
ways. On the one hand, they can replace the current parts of their markers (e.g. triggers, barrels, grips etc) which more
state-of-the-art parts. On the other hand, they can attach other extra accessories (e.g. flashlights, sights, etc) onto their
markers in order to provide more functionality. The end result is that their markers will wind up much better in look,
functionality and usability.
The company has stocked a large collection of Tippmann A5 upgrade parts and accessories. Some of the items in their
collection include the very popular flatline barrel shown here http://www.totalpaintballgear.com/Tippmann-FlatlineBarrel/ or different types of barrels (sniper barrels, rifled barrels, recon and tactical barrels); triggers, stocks, grips,
sights, flashlights, magazines, silencers and mounts. Others include handguards, rails, bipods, mod kits and
underbarrel grenade launchers. The entire list of parts and accessories can be viewed from the Total Paintball Gear
website, http://www.totalpaintballgear.com/tippmann-a5-parts-upgrades/.
The upgrade parts and accessories are of the highest quality possible. The majority of them are official spare parts
which are released by Tippmann – the parent company which manufactures the A5. A few of them are produced by
third-party companies. However, even these are made to the high standards which are usually associated with
Tippmanns. Therefore, whoever acquires any of these upgrade parts be confident that they will work perfectly with the
A5.
Ultimately, Total Paintball Gear’s collection of upgrade parts and accessories offers the perfect opportunity for anyone
who wants to improve their Tippmann A5. Whether the marker is broken and needs fixing; functional but needs a
performance boost or mundane looking and needs a face lift, the owner can find the perfect solution from the upgrade
parts and accessories. The company is currently offering the various upgrade parts at discounts of up to 30%.
Therefore, whoever wants to upgrade their A5 should make the most of this opportunity.
About Total Paintball Gear
Total Paintball Gear is a company which is dedicated towards helping people to easily find top-quality paintball gear
and accessories. Since 2004, the company has been stocking and selling paintball guns, apparel, masks, hoppers, air

tanks and many more.
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